Tracking the Reflective Light Particles Spreading on the Cornea: An Emerging Assessment for Tear Film Homeostasis
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Purpose: To implement an emerging noninvasive approach for assessing the dynamic tear film (TF) homeostasis.

Methods: The video records of dynamic TF from 12 healthy orthokeratology lens wearers were obtained by a clinically available TF analyzer and decomposed as image sequences. The trajectories of TF particles were analyzed by two tracking models, the full-span model (FSM) and the fixed-duration model (FDM). FSM tracked a particle for a complete opening blink cycle, while FDM tracked 1 second of the same cycle. A power-law fitting operation $MMS(t) = a \times t^{-b}$ was used to extract homeostasis markers based on the tracking model for each subject.

Results: Comparing two tracking models ($N = 6$), only one subject had statistical difference in averaged momentary moving speed (MMS; $P = 0.0488$), while none had significant difference in averaged momentary moving direction (MMD). However, both models showed good correlations in average MMS ($q = 0.94$, $P = 0.0048$) and MMD ($q = 1.00$, $P < 0.0001$) and all extracted homeostasis markers [$a$, $b$, MMS(0.1), and MMS(2.0)]. Assessing interblink reliability in these markers under FDM tracking ($N = 12$), only one subject in the MMS (0.1) and another subject in the MMS (2.0) were outside 95% limits of agreement, respectively.

Conclusions: FDM is a good alternative to FSM and has tracking properties of higher efficiency and easier implementation. The homeostasis markers under FDM tracking showed a good interblink consistence; therefore this approach will be a promising method for analyzing dynamic TF homeostasis in future practice.

Translational Relevance: FDM analytical architecture can practice the past experimental platform on a TF analyzer to obtain homeostasis markers of TF.

Introduction

According to the consensus of the Tear Film and Ocular Surface Society in the Dry Eye Workshop II, dry eye is a multifactorial disease of the ocular surface characterized by a lack of tear film (TF) homeostasis. Among the three markers (noninvasive tear breakup time [NITBUT], TF osmolarity, and ocular surface staining), only NITBUT could assess the dynamic expression of TF homeostasis.3–5 However, this test assesses the TF dynamics under unnatural circumstances because the subject must forcefully keep his or her eyes open at least 10 seconds, and many subjects, such as children, failed to complete this test. In addition, DED is a multifactorial disease that requires different methods.
to clarify TF dynamics. NITBUT primarily reflects the dynamics of the TF in terms of TF stability and less in terms of viscosity. TF viscosity is the property of tears that opposes the relative motion between superficial and deep surfaces of TF that are moving at different velocities, that is, the friction between TF molecules, generally recognized as mucins being the main component, accompanied by other tear proteins and lipids. Moreover, patients who fulfilled the symptom criteria of DED without positive results from three homeostasis markers are now classified as neuropathic pain or preclinical dry eye status. For these patients, the possibility of incomplete TF homeostasis assessment, especially in the TF dynamics, cannot be excluded. Thus, an alternative way for diagnosing DED by focusing on the assessment of dynamic TF homeostasis is needed.

Owens and Phillips previously proposed a novel way for assessing dynamic TF homeostasis by observing the movement of reflective light particles on TF, which might reflect the TF viscosity. The reflective TF particles have not been elucidated in terms of their compositions, and these naturally occurring particles were presumed to be reflective dusts or mucin-contaminated lipid particles that are produced at tear refreshing during eyelid closure. Nonetheless, this approach has not been widely applied and was used only in a self-assembled experimental platform. Requiring a solid platform, an experienced eye-care practitioner with a superb photography technique, a self-programming image software package, and a standard analytical model may have prevented their method from becoming a standard assessment tool. Until recently, a commercialized TF analyzer (Keratograph 5M; Oculus, Inc., Arlington, WA, USA) provided a simple and standard environment for technicians to easily perform this video examination. Furthermore, some free packages of image software are now available to process this video record for subsequent analysis. Therefore, the method is very promising regarding filling the gap between experimental task and real-world practice and could be an emerging approach for assessing TF dynamics clinically.

Therefore, the primary objective of the study was to implement this approach for assessing dynamic TF homeostasis by using a clinically available TF analyzer to fill the gap between basic research and clinical care. The second objective was to establish a standard analytical model and extract potential TF homeostasis markers based on our dynamic assessment for use in future clinical practice.

### Methods

#### Participants

Dynamic TF videos were obtained from 12 orthokeratology lens wearers who participated in a prospective observation study for investigating the bioburden assessment of contact lens (CL) wear between August 2016 and July 2017 in Kaohsiung Chang Gung Memorial Hospital (CGMH). All procedures involving human participants adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and the ARVO statement on human subjects. Institutional review board/ethics committee approval was obtained from the committee of medical ethics and human experiments of CGMH. These participants were healthy individuals aged 12 to 18 years old who were without systemic diseases. All participants and their legal representatives were clearly informed about the aim and procedure of this study and signed the informed consent. Each subject received a complete ocular examination and dynamic TF examinations by masked examiners. No ocular disease was identified for these subjects.

#### Examination of Dynamic TF

For each subject, only one eye was randomly selected for dynamic TF assessment. Before the test, each subject was instructed to blink naturally during the examination. With a TF analyzer (Keratograph 5M), the TF dynamic was observed under two illumination sources of white diodes and the recording video was obtained. At the beginning of the examination, the examiner focused on the anterior corneal surface under 1.4\times magnification to make mobile reflective light particles clearly visible on the TF. The recorder was then started to obtain a dynamic TF video. Generally, three to four blink cycles were recorded in a 10-second video record (Supplementary File S1).

#### Tracking the Trajectories of TF Particles

Each dynamic TF video was decomposed into image frames with a time interval of 0.1 second using a free online program (Free Video JPG Converter, version 5.0.101.201; Digital Wave Ltd., https://www.dvdvideosoft.com/products/dvd/Free-Video-to-JPG-Converter.htm), and three to four sets of sequence
images from opening blink cycles were obtained for each subject (Supplementary File S2). The qualified sequence image set must meet clearly visible TF particles under stable and undistorted superior and inferior reflective ellipses (Fig. 1). Under the grid coordinate for sequence image with 720 × 540 pixels, the pixel-base loci of a target reflective light spot (TF particle) and the mass centers of superior and inferior bright ellipses reflected from light sources (Fig. 1) were then manually tracked and automatically recorded by Manual Tracking, a plugin program of ImageJ (1.42q; https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/track/track.html; provided in the public domain by Wayne Rasband, National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA), for the qualified sequence image set of each subject (Supplementary File S3).

**Standardization of the Positional Coordinate for Each TF Particle**

For an arbitrary frame \((n)\), the pixel coordinates \((x_{sn}, y_{sn})\) and \((x_{in}, y_{in})\) of mass centers of superior and inferior ellipses and the intercenter pixel distance \([d_{cn} = \sqrt{(x_{sn} - x_{in})^2 + (y_{sn} - y_{in})^2}]\) of the two ellipses were used to normalize the positions of TF particles to minimize the small deviation from natural ocular microfluctuations when tracking the target particle among sequence image frames.\(^{11,12}\) For a TF particle at pixel coordinate \((x_n, y_n)\), its normalized position \([X_n, Y_n]\) was obtained by subtracting the corresponding superior ellipse coordinate and dividing by the intercenter pixel distance in the same frame and formulated as \[\frac{x_n - x_{sn}}{d_{cn}}, \frac{y_n - y_{sn}}{d_{cn}}\]. The standardized position \([X_n, Y_n]\) of a TF particle at any frame \((n)\) was obtained using coordinate translation by subtracting its initial normalized position \([X_i, Y_i]\) in the initial traceable frame \((i)\) from the normalized position \([X_n, Y_n]\) of the same particle in the current frame and multiplying with an image-length correction coefficient \(S = 0.7 \times \left(\frac{d_{i}}{d_{ref}}\right)\), where 0.7 is an approximate pixel length calculated from true diameter (mm) of the superior ellipse measured from a reference image with a ruler divided by the pixel number of this diameter, that is, \(S \times (X_n - X_i), S \times (Y_n - Y_i)\).

**Analytical Models of Dynamic TF Homeostasis Based on TF Tracking Algorithms**

Two analytic modalities for objectively extracting the features of trajectories of the TF particles were compared in this study. A presumed gold standard, the full-span modal (FSM), was used to analyze the moving behaviors of three TF particles during a complete opening blink cycle with qualified sequence images (Fig. 2). An alternative model with potentially higher efficiency, the fixed-duration model (FDM), was proposed to analyze the spreading of three to six TF particles for 1 second immediately after stabilization of superior and inferior reflective ellipses in the same blink cycle (Fig. 2). For both models, the selection of the particles in an opening cycle must meet the following criteria. First, at least one TF particle is selected from the initiating frame within 0.4
seconds ($t_i \leq 0.4$ in Fig. 2). Second, each TF particle must be clearly visible over 10 image frames (0.1-second interval and total duration over 1 second). Third, the TF particles crossing over the superior and inferior ellipses are excluded.

### Extracting the Dynamic Homeostasis Markers of the TF Particle

The momentary moving speed (MMS) and direction of a TF particle $p$ at moment $t_{i(n)\rightarrow(n+1)}$ were defined as the positional change from frame $n$ to frame $n + 1$ with a time interval of 0.1 second and were calculated with $\sqrt{(X_{n+1} - X_n)^2 + (Y_{n+1} - Y_n)^2}$ and $\left\{\tan^{-1}\left(\frac{X_{n+1} - X_n}{Y_{n+1} - Y_n}\right)\right\}_p \times \frac{180}{\pi}$, respectively. The speed was designated as a positive displacement per second if a TF particle moved superiorly and vice versa, while the direction was designated as a positive angle if a TF particle moved nasally and vice versa. The averaged momentary speed and direction of different particles presented at the same moment were abbreviated as MMS (averaged momentary moving speed) and MMD (averaged momentary moving direction). For each subject, the mean, median, minimum, maximum, and first and third quartiles of the MMS and MMD from different moments were recognized as features of the tear-spreading profile and obtained according to the two analytical models, FSM and FDM, respectively.

Because the initial frame and duration presenting stably detectable TF particles may be different among subjects, and even among different blink cycles of the same subject, the power-law fitting for available MMS data was therefore used to extract two estimators, the initial MMS [MMS($t = 0.1$ second)] and the final MMS [MMS($t = 2.0$ second)], by $\text{MMS}(t) = \alpha \times (t)^{-\beta}$, where $\alpha$ is the scaling factor, $\beta$ is the power factor, and $t$ is the time variable defined in Figure 2.

### Statistical Analysis

All the extracted features of the TF dynamics were calculated using a spreadsheet program (Excel 2016; Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). The Excel add-in program, Solver (Microsoft), was used to perform the power-law fitting and extract the model parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$. Using free online statistical software (Social Science Statistics; https://www.socscistatistics.com/), the Mann-Whitney $U$ test was used to examine the parametric differences of MMS and MMD determined by FSM and FDM. Spearman $\rho$ was used to examine the correlation of the same parameter or estimator in the two models. Moreover, the Bland-Altman difference plot was used to analyze the reliability of each FDM parameter obtained from two different blink cycles within the same TF dynamic test. Statistical significance was recognized at $P < 0.05$.

---

**Figure 2.** A standardized time-serial image frames decomposed by a dynamic TF video record using a TF analyzer (Keratograph 5M) for full-span and fixed-duration models (FDM). The stable and traceable image was defined by visible reflective TF particles with nondistorted superior and inferior reflective ellipses. In this case, the image frame at 0.3 seconds ($t_i$) was defined as the qualified image for initiating tracking for both models, while image frames at 0.1 and 0.2 seconds were unqualified due to their oblique and vertically elongated reflective ellipses. As compared to passively terminating image tracking at the end of the image series due to eyelid closure or disappearance of all traceable TF particles in the FSM, the final image frame was predetermined by $t_f$ at 1.3 ($t_i + 1.0$) seconds in the FDM.
Results

The Spreading Speed Profile of the TF Particle

Generally, the TF particle was initially and stably detectable at approximately 0.2 to 0.4 seconds ($t_i$) after entering an opening phase of a blink cycle (Fig. 2). The visible TF particle was presented as a decelerated motion, and the higher MMSs obtained during the 1-second initial tracking period ($t_i$ to $t_i + 1.0$) for a subject were included in both models, FSM and FDM. Six participants had their own spreading speed profiles based on either FSM or FDM (Fig. 3A). Under the two analytical models, each subject demonstrated different moving speed profiles, and case 3 showed significantly different MMS profiles between FSM and FDM. However, the mean MMS demonstrated a high correlation between the two analytical models for the six subjects (Fig. 3B).

The Moving Direction Profile of the TF Particle

The TF particle generally moves upward with slight nasal or temporal deviation following eyelid opening. It was much easier to include the large deviation angle (cases 1 and 4; Fig. 3C) from a longer assessment period adopted by FSM, probably due to fatigue and unfocused eyeball rotation during examination. However, there was no significant difference...
on the MMD profile between FSM and FDM for each subject (Fig. 3C). Besides, the mean MMD showed highly positive correlation between FSM and FDM for these subjects (Fig. 3D).

**Power-Law Fitting MMS for Estimating the Initial and Final MMS**

After power-law fitting analysis for time-serial MMSs, parameters $\alpha$, $\beta$, the equivalent of initial MMS (eMMSi), and final stabilized MMS (eMMSf) of TF particles in the first qualified blink cycle for each subject were obtained based on FSM and FDM, respectively. We found all four of the derived MMS parameters for the six subjects revealed significant correlations between the two analytical models (Fig. 4). For the six subjects analyzed by either FSM or FDM, we observed that eMMSi was determined by both $\alpha$ and $\beta$, while eMMSf was determined only by $\alpha$.

---

**Figure 4.** The estimated MMS derived from power-law fitting analysis for dynamic TF particles at different moments based on FSMs and FDMs for the first qualified blink cycle of each subject ($n = 6$). After power-law fitting for the estimated MMS $[\text{MMS}(t)]$, $\text{MMS}(t) = \alpha \times (t)^{\beta}$, parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ were determined using traceable MMS obtained from the two analytical models. The equivalents of initial MMS [eMMSi; MMS (0.1 second)] and final stabilized MMS [eMMSf; MMS (2.0 seconds)] of TF particles for each subject were then obtained. (A–D) Correlation analysis for homeostasis markers $\alpha$, $\beta$, eMMSi, and eMMSf of MMS$(t)$ between FSM and FDM, respectively.
Interblink Agreement Analysis for the Estimated MMS of TF Particles Based on the FDM

FDM was selected for agreement analysis of the estimated MMS of TF particles between blinks because it was equivalently efficient in FSM after power-law fitting transformation (Fig. 4). The first and second qualified blink cycles for a total of 12 orthokeratology subjects were analyzed. The power-law fitting parameter $\alpha$ was highly correlated between the two blink cycles, while parameter $\beta$ had only marginally significant correlation (Fig. 5A,B). However, both eMMSi and eMMSf showed significant correlations between two blinks (Fig. 5C,D). From the Bland-Altman plot analysis for the two blink cycles (Fig. 5E–H), the MMS parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ for all subjects were within 95% limits of agreement; only one subject (case 6) was slightly beyond the upper limit of eMMSi, and another subject (case 7) was slightly beyond the lower limit of eMMSf. Consequently, the estimated MMSs derived from power-law fitting for two blink cycles in a TF dynamic examination demonstrated very good agreements.

Discussion

At present, breakdown of TF homeostasis is regarded as the core characteristic of DED. Multidimensional assessment of TF homeostasis is therefore necessary in diagnosing multifactorial DED. To assess dynamic TF homeostasis in a more natural way, we observed the behavior of TF particles and then implemented a standardized approach by tracking TF particles in the video examination acquired from a commercialized TF analyzer. We further compared two analytical models, FSM and FDM, to trace the TF particle to determine the moving speed and direction of TF spreading. We found FDM to be an efficient alternative for FSM, and the speed features extracted by means of power-law fitting were highly correlated between the two models. Moreover, we demonstrated these speed features, potential dynamic TF homeostasis markers, had good agreement between two opening blink cycles for the same subject.

Owens and Phillips\(^8\) used a self-assembled platform to assess the TF dynamics and proposed two descriptors of tear spreading: initial velocity and time to stabilization. They found the particle velocity decay with time, and $\text{MMS}(t) = -2.21 \times \ln(t) + 0.025$ was the least-squares fitted line regressed from 20 normal subjects. For each case, the time zero was defined as that frame in which the cornea was first fully visible after a blink (equivalent to the frame at 0.1 second in our study shown in Fig. 2), and the initial velocity was obtained by extrapolating the velocity-to-time curve at 0.04 seconds. Moreover,
time to stabilization was obtained by extrapolating the best-fitting logarithmic function to determine the intercept with the abscissa. Owens and Phillips \(^8\) concluded that the mean initial velocity and time to stabilization for normal subjects was \(7.34 \pm 2.73\) mm/s and \(1.05 \pm 0.30\) s, respectively. For future popular applications based on a clinically available TF analyzer, we standardized the TF particle-tracking procedure, minimized the effect of involuntary eye movement, \(^11,12\) and compared the particle-tracking model for efficiently obtaining the dynamic homeostasis markers (Fig. 2). Furthermore, we adopted the power-fitting function \(MMS(t) = \alpha \times t^{-\beta}\) for each subject to characterize individual TF spread and proposed the estimated initial and final velocities, respectively, at 0.1 and 2.0 seconds (Figs. 4 and 5) to replace the initial velocity and time to stabilization proposed by Owens and Phillips \(^8\) for avoiding the unintuitive extrapolating operation. Varikooty et al. \(^10\) also used a self-assembled system to track the TF particles over CLs to estimate TF spread and stability. Tracking the TF particle over CLs is also implementable by the TF analyzer used in this study (data not shown).

CL wear is an important risk factor of DED, but it is a modifiable risk factor under prudent monitoring and management for wearers with unstable TF. \(^13,14\) Pediatric CL wearers with unstable TF often have fewer complaints for their dry eye symptoms, which may lower their guardians’ awareness of their underlying DED. \(^15\) TF homeostasis breakdown in pediatric orthokeratology lens wearers, at least temporarily, has been noticed. \(^16–19\) Children may have more difficulty completing tests, for example, due to their reluctance to keep their eyes open in a NIKBUT test or fear of mini-invasive tear collection for a tear osmolarity test. Consequently, pediatric orthokeratology lens wearers were selected as our targets for dynamic TF assessment using this emerging technique.

For exploring the dynamic TF steady state, video recording with corresponding analysis is the basic element, and no single test can guarantee 100% response of the homeostasis. Comparing these capable noninvasive methods, NITBUT importantly assesses the TF stability aspect by detecting the breakup point of TF under forceful eyelid-opening status, which is an index of maximal tolerability to keep TF integrity determined by many factors. \(^20\) To observe the height of tear meniscus with time is another aspect, indicating the amount of the tear fluid reservoir on the ocular surface is balanced under gravity and nasolacrimal drainage during eyelid opening. \(^21,22\) To detect the thickness change and to observe the spreading pattern of the lipid layer of TF during natural blinks are promising homeostasis markers because meibomian gland dysfunction has been well recognized as a major cause of DED. \(^23,24\)

To assess the TF particle spread in the diagnosis of DED, \(^2\) a reduction in TF particle velocity was observed in 10 subjects after CL wear, one patient with Sjogren syndrome and one healthy subject after meibomian gland expression. \(^8,10\) These findings supported this technique and have potential applications in assessing dynamic TF homeostasis.

However, the influence from incomplete blinks and the relationship between TF particle movement and lipid tear spread has not been clarified. Moreover, eye-care practitioners are more interested in knowing whether the steady-state markers of this technology reflect the viscosity of TF in order to guide clinical treatment. Therefore, much research is needed in the future to explore these interesting issues.

In conclusion, assessment of dynamic TF homeostasis based on the spread of TF particles is implementable using a clinically available TF analyzer. The proposed tracking model, FDM, is an efficient alternative approach to identifying the homeostasis markers \((\alpha, \beta, eMMSi,\) and \(eMMSf)\) from the TF particle dynamic assessment. These markers in different blink cycles for the same subject showed a highly consistent result. As a result, we believe this assessment will be popularly adopted in the near future as one of the multidimensional approaches for identifying the dynamic TF homeostasis, especially assisted by computer vision technology, for instantly and automatically obtaining the above homeostasis markers.
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